Abstract. Accuracy of quantum process estimation is limited to noisy operations in the preparations and measurements devices. Such imperfections may lead to inaccuracies in the process reconstruction due to the fact that standard data analysis techniques presume ideal devices. Here, we provide a scheme for estimation of completely positive quantum maps acting on qubit systems using calibrated faidty state generator and analyzer. Specifically, we present a generalization of "Direct Characterization of Quantum Dynamics" [M. Mohseni and D. A. Lidar, 97,170501 (2006) Quantum process tomography provides a general experimental procedure for estimating dynamics of a system which has an unknown interaction with its embedding environment [1, 2, 3, 4] . In these methods the full information is obtained by a complete set of experimental settings associated with the set of required input states and non-commuting measurements. In recent developments [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , it has been demonstrated that the minimal number of required experimental settings can indeed be substantially reduced by using degrees of freedom of auxiliary quantum systems correlated with the system of interest. In particular, Direct Characterization of Quantum Dynamics (DCQD) [4, 5, 6] has been proposed as a scheme for measuring certain superoperator parameters with a single Bell-state analyzer. The construction of the full information about the dynamical process is then possible via preparation of a set of mutually unbiased input states over a subspace of the total Hilbert space of the principal system and an ancilla [5] . The DCQD approach has been originally developed with the assumptions of ideal (i.e., error-free) quantum state preparation, measurement, and ancilla channels. However, in a realistic estimation process, due to decoherence, limited preparation/measurement accuracies, or other imperfections, certain errors may occur hindering the overall procedure. In this work, we generalize the DCQD approach to the cases in which the preparations and measurements are reahzed with known systematic faulty operations.
Quantum process tomography provides a general experimental procedure for estimating dynamics of a system which has an unknown interaction with its embedding environment [1, 2, 3, 4] . In these methods the full information is obtained by a complete set of experimental settings associated with the set of required input states and non-commuting measurements. In recent developments [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , it has been demonstrated that the minimal number of required experimental settings can indeed be substantially reduced by using degrees of freedom of auxiliary quantum systems correlated with the system of interest. In particular, Direct Characterization of Quantum Dynamics (DCQD) [4, 5, 6] has been proposed as a scheme for measuring certain superoperator parameters with a single Bell-state analyzer. The construction of the full information about the dynamical process is then possible via preparation of a set of mutually unbiased input states over a subspace of the total Hilbert space of the principal system and an ancilla [5] . The DCQD approach has been originally developed with the assumptions of ideal (i.e., error-free) quantum state preparation, measurement, and ancilla channels. However, in a realistic estimation process, due to decoherence, limited preparation/measurement accuracies, or other imperfections, certain errors may occur hindering the overall procedure. In this work, we generalize the DCQD approach to the cases in which the preparations and measurements are reahzed with known systematic faulty operations.
According to the DCQD scheme two quantum systems A and B are prepared in certain forms of Bell correlated states before an unknown quantum operation is applied on system A, and next a Bell-state measurement in performed on the combined system [4, 5] (see Table 1 ). Much progress have been made in manipulation of two-body correlations in different physical systems, however, in almost all of the cases high fidelity entangled Bell-state preparations and measurements are still lacking. To address this issue, we note that any experimentally known two-body correlation, as initial preparation or final measurement, can be described by an ideal Bell-state preparation and measurement followed by appropriately chosen completely-positive (CP) fault maps acting on the combined system. Note that any other quantum map acting on ancilla system B can be included in either preparation or the measurement CP fault maps. This naturally provides a generalization of the DCQD scheme to the cases of calibrated faulty preparations, measurement, and ancilla channels. For simphcity, in this work we concentrate on the qubit systems; however, generalization to qudit systems with d being a power of a prime is straightforward according to the construction of Ref. [5] . Let us consider a maximally entangled prepared state between the qubits A (the system of interest) and B (the ancilla) as |4>+)AB = (|00) + 111))AB/V2. We first apply a known quantum fault map (f(') to qubit A and B: £°^^\p) = 'LpqrsXpqrsOpOqpafaf, where p = |4>+)(4>+| and {<TO = /,<7i,02,<73} are the identity and Pauli operator basis for qubits. Next, we apply the unknown quantum map £°: £°[£°^-^\p)\ = 'LmnXmn<ym{'LpqrsXpqrs<yp<yqp<yr <yt)<y^-Finally wc apply & known quautum fauU map before the Bell-state measurement. (Note that in this approach any error on the ancilla channel can be absorbed into either (f (^^ or«?(')). The total map acting on the combined system AB is (f C^) = (f (f) o ^f o ^f W, given by:
where the parameters Xpqrs and Xp'l'r's' ^^ known (from calibration of the operational/systematic errors in the preparation and measurement devices). Now by defining where X^^ = Tr[P*=Vm«], 'P"' = \^k) {^k'l and \Mk) for k = 0,1,2,3 correspond to the Bell-states |4>+), |^+), |^"), and |4>"), respectively, where |4>^) = (|00) ± |11))/V2, 1^^) = (|01) ± |10))/v^. (Henceforth throughout the paper, superscripts refer to Bell basis and subscripts refer to Pauli operator basis.) The A^^ is a known function of o^mnp's', X^^\ X^-^\ and p. The overall output state can be rewritten as:
We now apply the standard DCQD data analysis to read the matrix elements of x^-^^ (representing S°^^^). After performing a BSM, i.e., {P^^YJ^Q, we obtain the Bell-state \^j) with the probabihty:
where A[{) ^^ = A^^'Tr[P-'-'<T^P*'*''<T;f]. Similar set of equations for the inputs {p'^'^}^=o of the standard DCQD can be written. We represent all of these equations in a compact vector form as 1;*^^^) = A|;^), where the ^{x^-^\x^-^\{p^''^}) matrix contains full information about all faulty experimental configurations. Given x^-^\ X^^\ and the set of inputs {p^'^} for the standard DCQD, one can calculate the A matrix. The standard DCQD experimental data analysis also determines 1;^*^^^). Now, if the A matrix is invertible, one can obtain x matrix by an inversion: \x) = A^^|;^(^)). Invertibihty of the A matrix, i.e., detA y^ 0, depends on the input states {p*^'} and the fault operations x'^^^ and x'^^^-It may happen that the A matrix becomes ill-conditioned [10] for a specific set of input states (for some given noise operations ;^(') and ;^(^)). That is, even small errors, whether operational, stochastic, or round-off, in estimation of ;^(^) can be amplified after multiphcation by A^^ This in turn can render the estimation of ;^ -the sought after unknown map (f -completely unrehable. To minimize the statistical errors in this case, the input states should be chosen such that detA becomes as far from zero as possible.
^ Here we have used the commutation relation: CTflCTj = ( -l)(^<"' ')(^*" ' )^"*CTfcCTa.
That is, given ;^(') and x'^^\ we need to maximize detA to obtain {Popt}, the optimal set of input states (optimal in the sense of statistical errors). The generalization of this approach to higher-dimensional systems is straightforward by introduction of generalized Pauli operators [5] .
Summary.-We have provided a theoretical scheme for utilizing auxihary quantum correlations to perform process estimation tasks with faulty quantum operations. Our proposed method may have near-term applications to a variety of realistic quantum systems or devices, such as in trapped ions, hquid-state NMR, optical lattices, and entangled pairs of photons with the current state-of-the-technology.
